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Concho Valley Transit District 
Maintenance Facility Feasibility Study 

Request for Proposal 
 
 

  
 

I.  General Information - About Concho Valley Transit District (CVTD) 

The Concho Valley Transit District (CVTD) is a political subdivision of Texas that Texas 
Transportation Code Chapter 458 authorizes, and therefore receives state funds for transit 
services. CVTD serves as a rural transit district (RTD) for 12 counties in central and 
western Texas, including Coke, Concho, Crockett, Irion, Kimble, McCulloch, Menard, Reagan, 
Schleicher, Sterling, Sutton, and Tom Green Counties. In 2006, CVTD took over the 
responsibility from the City of San Angelo to provide public transportation for the San 
Angelo urbanized area (UZA), starting to serve as an urban transit district (UTD) as well.  

As a RTD, CVTD operates demand-response service (known as Thunderbird) in rural areas 
of Tom Green County and the surrounding 11 counties. CVTD developed a fixed schedule 
for each county to provide regular out-of- county bus service to the urbanized area of San 
Angelo. As a UTD, CVTD operates fixed-route service (known as TRANSA) and ADA 
paratransit service within the city limits of San Angelo. In addition, CVTD contracts with 
American Medical Response to provide non-emergency medical transportation for eligible 
residents in the entire Concho Valley Region.  Demand response services are provided 
several local agencies and organizations partnered with CVTD, such as Foster 
Grandparents, Senior Companion and Area Agency on Aging, to provide transit services to 
their clients.  

 
II.  Objective 
With this procurement, CVTD requires a feasibility study to determine if the process of 
adding in-house maintenance to the maintenance system is more advantageous and 
efficient than using local vendors and sources.  

 
III.  Scope of Project 
 
Background 
 
Concho Valley Transit District (CVTD) is a small urban and rural system that provides 
public transportation to the citizens of San Angelo, TX and the 11 surrounding counties. 
CVTD covers many miles each day and this creates an immense amount of wear and tear on 
our very limited and aging fleet. With this, generates high maintenance costs for our small 
agency.  
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Currently CVTD does not have an in-house maintenance facility to perform preventive 
maintenance and repairs. The agency turns to the local mechanics and shops to service the 
vehicles.  Although we love to support our local small businesses, using multiple outside 
maintenance shops can create problems with the vehicles due to inconsistent maintenance, 
as well as, the time it takes to have a vehicle serviced and offline.  

 
 
Purpose 
 
The purpose is for CVTD to obtain proposals for the services of an experienced and 
qualified firm or individual(s) to provide a feasibility study and environmental 
assessment that includes the following elements: 
 

A. Provide analyses of maintenance duties effectiveness, including costs of parts and 
services, timeliness, sustainability, safety, efficiencies, state of good repair, and 
overall quality control for CVTD’s fleet. This should include a cost analysis of 
current vehicle maintenance practice (contractual) versus buying, leasing or 
building its own facility, to include the identification of land parcels within and 
strategically located in the CVTD region to reduce deadhead miles and travel 
time. 

 
B. Determine land needs, conduct analyses with CVTD data (trips completed per 

day, number of miles driven each day, number of vehicles) to create a facility area 
that would be needed to accomplish preventive maintenance and repairs in a 
timely and cost effective manner. Identify plot size, environmental assessments 
needed, and site locations that would be a best fit to CVTD maintenance needs.  

 
D. Perform an environmental assessment of the identified and/or proposed site for 

the vehicle. 
 
 

Project Objective 
 

Feasibility Study 
 
The requested feasibility study will provide recommendations for CVTD’s 
maintenance program. This includes cost-benefit analysis comparing the current 
mode of vehicle maintenance (third party contracting) to owning and operating its 
own facility. The study should determine whether operating its own maintenance 
facility will provide C V T D  with a more effective vehicle maintenance program that 
improves use of manpower, reduces disruption of service, and/or provides other 
system improvements. This analysis can offer maintenance solutions for section 5310 
transportation providers, regional transit providers who come into the area, and other 
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non-profit or local entities who are in need of maintenance services. 
 

Task 1 – Demand and Need Analysis 
 
Estimate future needs surrounding ridership growth by geographic location, both in 
counties and in municipalities, within the CVTD’s service area for a twenty-five (25) year 
time span. Determine the quantity and types of vehicles that will be needed to respond to 
future growth. 
 
This analysis will be used to help determine space requirements for maintenance, vehicle 
storage, employee parking and administrative and operations offices for the next twenty-
five (25) years. These estimates will be used to provide recommendations on the best 
possible location(s) for a vehicle maintenance facility center based on projected ridership 
growth and the overall benefit of CVTD operations. 
 
Task 2 – Cost-Benefit Evaluation 
 
Provide a cost-benefit evaluation on the current CVTD maintenance program that relies on 
third party contracting versus CVTD operating its own vehicle maintenance facility. The 
study should compare contractual expenses to those estimated in providing own 
maintenance. Establish the number and type of positions to provide in-house maintenance, 
and estimated costs associated with training needs, third party inventory and any other 
expenses related to the operation of a vehicle maintenance center.  
 
The cost-benefit evaluation will compare the last three years of CVTD’s maintenance 
expenses with an estimation on what it would have cost had it operate its own facility. It 
should also include long-term estimation broken into 5-year increments for a maximum of 
twenty-five years. This study will allow CVTD to weigh the projected economic impacts of 
owning and operating its own vehicle maintenance facility versus the current practice of 
third party contracting.  
 
This evaluation should also include other non-monetary cost-benefit analyses between 
utilizing third-party vendors and the possibility of an in-house maintenance program, 
including quality control, program sustainability, performance management, state of good 
repair, inventory control and effective safety measures.  
 

 
Task 3 – Site Selection 
 
If recommendations favors obtaining a maintenance facility, CVTD requests that the study 
determine land needs, facility size and configuration adequate for the next twenty-five 
years. Identify land/building parcels appropriate in size and zoned or can be rezoned for 
such purpose that is strategically located in the CVTD region. Provide recommendations to 
include Green sustainable.  Provide at a minimum of two site selections for each of the 
following three scenarios: 
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1. Purchase or lease an existing facility for sale or lease that can be retrofitted for 

transit needs (wash bays, fueling, maintenance bays, etc.); 
 

2. Build new facility including, purchase of land; 
 

3. Lease or purchase city or county owned property or other property that could be 
long term leased or obtained at little or no cost. 

 
A feasibility review for each site selected in each of the three acquisition scenarios will be 
provided. The feasibility review will include schematic design, preliminary cost/lease 
estimates, available square footage, vehicle parking/storage, and any other pertinent items. 
Final construction and engineering drawings and documents are not part of this RFP. 
 
Some minimum facility requirements should include but not limited to: 
 

• Secure space to store and park up to either (80) buses, a mix of large and small. A 
partially covered site is considered to be desired, but not essential. 

 
• A convenient location that will provide access to the entire CVTD region. 

 
• The site will require three maintenance bays, one wash bay, one lube bay, parts 

storage, tire room battery room and office for up to eight (8) employees. 
 
Other facility features should be included such as alternate fueling stations or other equipment, 
facility needs to operate a vehicle maintenance. 
 
For each property selected, provide a cost estimate to purchase, lease, or construct a 
maintenance facility, including operational start-up costs, any remodeling and retrofitting 
costs, parts inventories, staffing requirements, etc. 

 
Provide an estimated cost for future facility options, if they are not included in the original 
site design. These future facility options could include a fueling station; alternative fueling 
options, wash bays, and any other building types or specialized needs that could be useful 
for a public transit maintenance facility. 
 
Task 4 - Financial Plan 
 
Establish a suggested Financial Plan to include any possible local, state, federal or other 
financing options and resources which may be or become available to assist with financing 
the purchase or lease of a maintenance facility. Estimate total costs and support required to 
buy or build a facility or retrofit a facility. 

 
CVTD will provide a project manager to coordinate and facilitate communication 
between the consultant and senior staff.  CVTD will provide all information that relates 
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to project requirements, or is relevant to project completion, and will assist in 
identifying and addressing issues that might impact project completion. CVTD will 
also provide records or technical information that may be deemed helpful to the study. 
The successful proposer may be asked to make presentations to staff and to the 
Concho Valley Transit District Board of Directors.   
 
Environmental Assessment 
 
The major activities in the transportation planning process, which require early 
consideration and substantive completion, are functional analysis, alternative studies, 
site selection, hazardous material and geotechnical studies, utility and third-party 
coordination, compliance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property 
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (URA) for real estate acquisitions, and meeting relevant 
NEPA regulations related to air quality, and requirements for historical preservation 
and protection of public lands. In addition, in NAAs or in maintenance areas, 
transportation plans must contain sufficient detail to allow conformity findings by EPA 
General Conformity Regulations. 
 
Scope and Service Delivery Objectives: 
 
Task 1 – Determine Level of Review 
Begin implementation of the NEPA environmental assessment process by determining 
whether or not there are any environmental issues and the appropriate level of review 
for the project. It is critical that the project receive an adequate review to meet 
statutory requirements; however it is not appropriate to require reviews that exceed 
the statutory guidance. 
 
The environmental review can involve three different levels of analysis: 

1. Categorical Exclusions determination (CATEX) 
2. Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact (EA/FONSI) 
3. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 

 
Task 2 – Implement Levels of Review 
 

1. Categorical Exclusions determination (CATEX) 
A project may be “categorically excluded” from a detailed environmental analysis 
if the action does not, “individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment” (40 CFR 1508.4). In accordance with the Federal 
Transit Authority’s publication, “FTA Project and Construction Management 
Guidelines, 2016” Categorical exclusions typically include rail or bus 
modernization projects constructed within the bounds of the existing ROW, or 
are new bus facilities constructed in industrially zoned areas without major 
impacts on traffic. 

2. Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact (EA/FONSI) 
If it is determined that a CATEX does not apply to the project, an Environmental 
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Assessment (EA) process will be implemented. The EA determines whether or 
not the project has potential to cause significant environmental effects. 

 
The environmental assessment will test the potential to cause significant 
environmental effects in accordance with: 
- Section 106 (National Historic Preservation Act) 
- Section 4(f) DOT Act of 1966 
- Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
- Clean Air Act (CAA) 
- Clean Water Act (CWA) 
 
Based on findings from the EA, the following action(s) can occur: 
- If it is determined the action will not have significant environmental impacts, a 
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) will be issued. The FONSI is a document 
that presents the reasons why the conclusion of no significant impact was 
reached. 
- If the EA determines that the environment impacts of the project will be 
significant, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is prepared. 

 
3. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
If the project is determined to significantly affect the quality of the human 
environment, an EIS will be prepared. The regulatory requirements of an EIS are 
more detailed and rigorous than the requirements for an EA. 
 
The following outlines the EIS process: 
- A Notice of Intent is published to inform the public of the upcoming environmental 
analysis and describes to the public can become involved in the EIS preparation. This 
begins the scoping process, which is the period CVTD and the public collaborate to 
define the range of issues and possible alternatives to be addressed in the EIS. 
- A draft EIS is published for public review and comment for a minimum of 45 days. 
Upon close of the comment period, all substantive comments received are 
considered and, if necessary, further analysis is conducted. 
- A final EIS is then published, which provides responses to substantive comments. 
Publication of the final EIS begins the minimum 30-day “wait period” in which CVTD 
will be required to wait 30 days before making a final decision on the project. The 
Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) publishes a Notice of Availability in the Federal Register, 
announcing the availability of both draft and final EIS’s to the public. 
- The EIS process then ends with the issuance of the Record of Decision (ROD). The 
ROD: 

o Explains decisions, 
o Describes the alternatives that have been considered, and 
o Discusses plans for mitigation and monitoring, if necessary. 

 
An EIS includes: 
- Cover Sheet: Includes among other things, 
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o The name of the lead agency and any cooperating agency 
o Agency contact information 
o The title of the proposed action and its location 
o A paragraph abstract of the EIS 
o The date when comments must be received. 

- Summary: A summary of the EIS, including the major conclusions, area of 
controversy and the issues to be resolved. 

 
Timeline 
The feasibility study and analyses will be accomplished within a 90 day period from 
contract start date. 
 
Safety 

The contractor shall abide by all federal, state and local safety requirements. Where 
conflicts between regulations arise, the most stringent will apply.  

The contractor shall wear distinctive uniformed clothing while working in or around 
CVTD facilities. Protective clothing and eyewear will be worn to conform to federal, state 
or local requirements. 

Any vehicle used by the contractor shall be identifiable in accordance with state and local 
regulations.  

Final Report from the Contractor 

1. The report shall be inclusive of the following: 

- Table of contents 
- Local Repair and Maintenance Industry Data 
- Safety and Efficiencies Analysis 
- Area and Location of Maintenance and Repair Facilities 
- Project Description 
- Photographs of Proposed Property 
- Land Use Impact 
- Parking 
- Environmental Fatal Flaws (assessment of site IAW state and federal regulations related  
   to air quality, noise, water quality, hazardous waste and construction impacts) 
- Flood Map of Proposed Property 
- Square Foot per Capita Analysis of Comparable Facilities 
- Market Demand 
- Definition and Comments on Primary and Secondary Markets 
- Primary and Market Analysis 
- Operations Commentary 
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- Construction Cost Estimates 
- Five to Seven Year Monthly Budgets 
- Investment Return Analysis 
- Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
2. Report shall be compiled in such a manner as to protect pages encompassing the 
feasibility study and readily identifiable. 
 
3. Contractor shall provide one original for contract file and four copies (Executive 
Director, CVTD, Finance, and Procurement). 
 


